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Abstract. Designing security-critical systems correctly is very diﬃcult
and there are many examples of weaknesses arising in practice. A particular challenge lies in the development of layered security protocols motivated by the need to combine existing or speciﬁcally designed protocols
that each enforce a particular security requirement. Although appealing
from a practical point of view, this approach raises the diﬃcult question
of the security properties guaranteed by the combined layered protocols,
as opposed to each protocol in isolation. In this work, we apply a method
for facilitating the development of trustworthy security-critical systems
using the computer-aided systems engineering tool AutoFocus to the
particular problem of layered security protocols. We explain our method
at the example of a banking application which is currently under development by a major German bank and is about to be put to commercial
use.
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Introduction

Security aspects have become an increasingly important issue in developing distributed systems, especially in the electronic business sector. Because of the fact
that failures of security mechanisms may cause very high potential damage (e.g.,
loss of money through fraud), the correctness of such systems is crucial.
Designing security critical systems correctly is diﬃcult. Also, it is easy to
misunderstand assumptions on the environment in which e.g. protocols are to
be used and what their secure functioning may rely on. Security violations often
occur at the boundaries between security mechanisms and the general system
[11, 1].
Therefore, the consideration of security aspects has to be integrated into general systems development [20, 1] and also take into account aspects of security
management [7]. Common modelling techniques used in industry, such as collaboration diagrams, state charts and message sequence charts (MSCs) have to
be tailored for that purpose.
A particular challenge lies in the development of layered security protocols
motivated by the need to combine existing or speciﬁcally designed protocols

that each enforce a particular security requirement. Although appealing from a
practical point of view, this approach raises the diﬃcult question of the security
properties guaranteed by the combined layered protocols, as opposed to each
protocol in isolation.
In this work, we apply a method for facilitating the development of trustworthy security-critical systems using the computer-aided systems engineering
tool AutoFocus [14, 15] to the particular problem of layered security protocols.
Cryptographic protocols are speciﬁed with state charts. Together with a suitable
attacker model, they are examined for security weaknesses using model checking.
We explain our method at the example of a banking application which is
currently under development by a major German bank and is about to be put
to commercial use.
We specify cryptographic protocols using state transition diagrams (STDs,
similar to UML state charts). Together with the modelled adversary, this system is checked for security weaknesses automatically using the model checker
SMV connected to AutoFocus to verify the desired security properties of the
protocol.
The approach has the beneﬁts of combining intuitive graphical modelling,
simulation and model checking in one user-friendly CASE-tool, and allows to
represent possible attacks as MSCs. Since the AutoFocus tool builds on the
formal development method Focus [4], our approach also supports formal proofs
in this framework. The intruder model used is rather ﬂexible, e.g. the adversary can switch between acting as one or another party, intercept only certain
messages or learn certain keys etc. Also, the AutoFocus tool integrates several formal tools, which in [3] was identiﬁed as a major obstacle to widespread
adoption of formal methods.
To put our work into context, we give some background information and
related work. There has been extensive research in using formal methods to verify security protocols, following an abstract way to describe protocols in [8]. A
few examples are [6, 22, 25]. [28] considers reﬁnement of security-critical systems.
Aspects of security engineering have been considered in [1, 27, 21, 10]. As an example for the treatment of security in the context of general systems engineering,
[17, 18] presents work towards using the UML notation in security engineering.
AutoFocus has been used for security e.g. in [31].
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the notation
of AutoFocus. In Section 3, we give an overview over the banking application
under consideration, specify a critical part (a layered authentication protocol)
and carry out a security analysis.
We end with a conclusion and indicate further planned work.

2

The Tool AutoFocus

For modelling and veriﬁcation of the layered protocol, we use the tool AutoFocus [14, 29]. AutoFocus is a CASE tool for graphically specifying distributed systems. It is based on the formal method Focus [5], and its models
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have a simple, formally deﬁned semantics. AutoFocus oﬀers standard, easyto-use description techniques for an end-user who does not necessarily need to
be a formal methods expert, as well as state-of-the-art techniques for validation
and veriﬁcation.
Systems are speciﬁed in AutoFocus using static and dynamic views,
which are conceptually similar to those oﬀered in UML-RT, a UML proﬁle
for component-based communicating systems. AutoFocus has been used and
adapted to model security-critical systems in a number of case studies (see e.g.
[31, 19]).
To specify systems, AutoFocus oﬀers the following views:
– System Structure Diagrams (SSDs) are similar to data ﬂow resp. collaboration diagrams and describe the structure and the interfaces of a system. In
the SSD view, a system consists of a number of communicating components,
which have input and output ports (denoted as empty and ﬁlled circles)
to allow for receiving and sending messages of a particular data type. The
ports can be connected via channels, making it possible for the components
to exchange data. SSDs can be hierarchical, i.e. a component belonging to
an SSD can have a substructure that is deﬁned by an SSD itself. Besides,
the components in an SSD can be associated with local variables.
– Data Type Definitions (DTDs) specify the data types used in the model,
with the functional language Quest [26]. In addition to basic types as integer,
user-deﬁned hierarchic data types are oﬀered that are very similar to those
used in functional programming languages such as Haskell [30].
– State Transition Diagrams (STDs) represent extended ﬁnite automata
and are used to describe the behaviour of a component in an SSD. The
automata consist of a set of states (one of which is the initial state, marked
with a black dot) and a set of transitions between the states, where each
transition t is annotated with
• pre(t), a boolean precondition (guard) on the inputs and local variables
• input patterns inp(t) = inp1 ?pat1 ; inp2 ?pat2 ; . . ., specifying that values are to be read at the ports inpi that should match the patterns pati (terms in the functional language that specify values of
data types and can include variables). During the execution of t,
variables in the patterns are bound to the matching values. For
example, the pattern inp1 ?DataForm(Form(x)) matches if the value
DataForm(Form(Acknowledgement)) is received on port inp1 and binds
x in the preconditions, output expressions and postconditions to
Acknowledgement.
• output expressions outp(t) of the form
out1 !term1 ; out2 !term2 ; . . .
• postconditions post(t) of the form
lvar1 = term1 ; lvar2 = term2 ; . . .
In the concrete syntax of the STDs, the annotation is written as pre(t) :
inp(t) : outp(t) : post(t). Leaving out components is interpreted as true for
preconditions, and as an empty sequence in the other cases. A transition
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is executable if the input patterns match the values at the input ports and
the precondition is true. At each clock tick, one executable transition in each
component ﬁres, outputs the values speciﬁed by the output patterns and sets
the local variables according to the postcondition. The values at the output
ports can be read by the connected components in the next clock cycle.
– Extended Event Traces (EETs) ﬁnally make it possible to describe exemplary system runs, similar to MSCs [16].
The Quest extensions [29] to AutoFocus oﬀer various connections of AutoFocus to programming languages and formal veriﬁcation tools, such as Java
code generation, model checking using SMV, and bounded model checking and
test case generation.
Note that although we had to select a speciﬁc tool for the case study, the
general concepts we present in this paper do not depend on the use of AutoFocus. Its main prerequisites are an executable, component-based description
technique and veriﬁcation support.

3

The Authentication Protocol

The bank system under consideration is an Internet-based application which
can be used by clients to ﬁll out and sign digital order forms. The main security
requirements of this application are that the personal data in the forms must be
kept conﬁdential, and that orders can not be submitted in the name of others.
For this purpose, when the user logs in, ﬁrst an authentication protocol is
run and a conﬁdential (i.e. encrypted) connection is established. The second part
of the transaction (ﬁlling out and digitally signing the order form) is carried out
over this connection.
The authentication protocol is based on an SSL connection which is established at ﬁrst and provides a secure connection with regard to conﬁdentiality
and server authentication. The session key generated during the SSL handshake
is used to encrypt the messages of the authentication protocol on the second
layer. The protocol authenticates the client by making use of a card reader and
a smart card to compute digital signatures on the client’s side. The need for the
layered protocol arose here because the SSL client authentication feature could
not be used due to technical restrictions imposed by the architecture of the bank
system (the web server did not support the forwarding of client certiﬁcates).
The complete protocol run is shown in Figure 1. After the ClientHello message
a randomly generated number or ”number used once” (nonce) is sent by the
web server. The client signs this nonce with his own private key and sends it
together with his certiﬁcate back to the web server. The certiﬁcate contains the
client’s identity, a global identiﬁcation number which references the client’s data
on the backend and his public key. The web server checks the signature of the
nonce and compares the received nonce with the one sent before. Furthermore
a plausibility check of the global ID will be done and it will be saved for later
purposes. The authentication is ﬁnished after the checks have been successful.
The web server sends now the global ID and an empty form to the backend
4

Client

Webserver

Backend

ClientHello
NonceID(NS )
Data(Sign(SK(C), NCS ),
Sign(SK(CA), Cert(C, GID, PKC )))
(a) check of signature
(b) check of certiﬁcate
(c) plausibility check of GID
(d) NCS ≡ NS
(e) GIDS := GID
DataFormGID(EmptyForm, GIDS )
DataForm(Form(KDataB ))
DataFormKDataC(SignKData(SK(C), KDataCB ),
Sign(SK(CA), Cert(C, GID, PKC )))
(a) check of signature
(b) check of certiﬁcate
(c) GID ≡ GIDS
(d) KDataCB ≡ KDataB
(e) generate order
DataForm(Form(Acknowledgement))
end of connection

end of connection

Fig. 1. Authentication Protocol

system, where it is ﬁlled with the client’s data and sent back to the client. The
global ID is also stored on the backend. The client signs his data with his private
key, thus creating an electronic signature. The backend checks the signature of
the received data object and the certiﬁcate. The received global ID and the
signed data object are compared with the ones stored. On success a order is
generated and an acknowledgement is sent to the client. The end of connection
signal can be caused by a timeout or a logout event.
3.1

Modelling

An overview of the complete modelled system can be found in the SSD in
Figure 2. There are four components which are connected via channels of type
TMessage, which is a user-deﬁned data type speciﬁed in the DTDs. Is contains
the message formats for the protocol, such as NonceID and DataForm. The component Client represents the user’s system with the smart card, the card reader
and a web browser. The component Webserver is the company’s interface to the
5

Local Variables of Client:
TKData localAcknowledgement = EmptyData
A

CtoSinIntr:
TMessage

Adversary

CtoSoutIntr:
TMessage

D

Client

Local Variables of Webserver:
TNumber localNonceServer = NULLNumber
TNumber localGIDServer = NULLNumber Local Variables of Backend:
TAgent localName = Nobody
TNumber localGIDServer = NULLNumber

Intruder
StoCoutIntr:
TMessage

A
Webserver

StoCinIntr:
TMessage

StoB:
TMessage
BtoS:
TMessage

A
Backend

Fig. 2. SSD Main
Table 1. Local Variables of Client
Type Name

Description

TKData localAcknowledgement stores the received acknowledgement

public network. Between these two components an Intruder is placed who tries
to break the protocol run and get any client’s data. Because we assume that
the protocol is run over an SSL connection, either the client or the intruder can
establish a connection with the web server. The fourth component is the Backend. It represents the host system of the bank and stores among other things the
client’s data. It is connected with the Webserver via the Intranet. Therefore we
assume that no adversary is able read or manipulate data sent on these channels.
A description of the variables of the components Client and Webserver can
be found in the Tables 1 and 2. For example, in localGIDServer of Webserver
the global ID extracted from the client’s certiﬁcate is stored. The values can be
changed within the STDs which are associated to the components and describe
their behaviour. In Figure 3 the STDs of the components Client, Webserver and
Backend are shown.
The component Intruder is a black box view of the SSD in Figure 4(a) with
the components Overhear and FakeStore. Overhear is the switching centre of
Intruder and is used for forwarding the messages. If the client has established
the SSL connection then the client will communicate with the web server. If the
adversary starts the connection, the adversary will communicate with the web
server. This behaviour is implied by the fact which component exchanged the

Table 2. Local Variables of Webserver
Type

Name

Description

TNumber localNonceServer stores the nonce sent by the web server.
TNumber localGIDServer stores the global ID from the client’s certiﬁcate.
TAgent localName
stores the name of the authenticated participant.
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Init

Init

CtoS?KundeHello

::CtoS!KundeHello:

StoC!NonceID(Nonce)
localNonceServer = Nonce

GotNonce
StoC?NonceID(nonce)
CtoS!Data(Sign(SK(C),nonce),TSignCConst)

NonceSent
(((localNonceServer == nonce) && verify(extractPK(cert),Sign

SentNonceCert

(skc,nonce))) && verifyC(SignC(sktc,cert)))
CtoS?Data(Sign(skc,nonce),SignC(sktc,cert))

StoC?DataForm(Form(kdatab))
CtoS!DataFormKDataC(SignKData(
SK(C),kdatab),TSignCConst)

StoB!DataFormGID(EmptyForm,extractGID(cert))
localGIDServer = extractGID(cert); localName = extractName(
cert)

GotKData

GotSignedNonce
(ackn == Acknowledgement)
StoC?DataForm(Form(ackn))
localAcknowledgement = ackn

:BtoS?DataForm(Form(kdatab)):StoC!DataForm(Form(kdatab)):

GotAcknowledgement

GotFormBackend

(a) STD Client

CtoS?DataFormKDataC(sig,cert)
StoB!DataFormKDataC(sig,cert)

Init

GotFinalFormClient
StoB?DataFormGID(eform,gid)

:BtoS?DataForm(Form(ackn)):StoC!DataForm(Form(ackn)):

BtoS!DataForm(Form(sendKData(gid)))
localGIDServer = gid

GotAcknowledgement
EmptyFormGID

(c) STD Webserver
((((extractGID(cert) == localGIDServer) && verifyC(SignC(
sktc,cert))) && (kdatab == KDataB)) && verifySK(extractPK
(cert),SignKData(skc,kdatab)))
StoB?DataFormKDataC(SignKData(skc,kdatab),SignC(sktc,cert))
BtoS!DataForm(Form(sendAcknowledgement(localGIDServer)))

SentAcknowledgement

(b) STD Backend

Fig. 3. State Transition Diagrams
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Local Variables of FakeStore:
TNumber localGID = NULLNumber
TNumber localNonce = NULLNumber
TKData localAcknowledgement = EmptyData
TKData localAcknowledgement = EmptyData
TAgent localPK = Nobody
TAgent localSK = Nobody
TAgent localName = Nobody
TMessage storeMsg1 = Empty
TMessage storeMsg2 = Empty
TMessage storeMsg3 = Empty
TMessage storeMsg4 = Empty

(switchOv == undef)
(switchOv == undef)
inOverClientCtoS?x
outOverServerCtoS!x

A

switchOv = toClient

FakeStore

outOverServerCtoS!x

SwitchToFakeStore

store:TMessage

fake:TMessage
A
Overhear

Overhear

inOverClientCtoS?x
outOverServerCtoS!x

switchOv = toFake

SwitchToClient

CtoSinOver:
TMessage

(switchOv == toClient)

fake?x

ClientToServer

(switchOv == toFake):fake?x:outOverServerCtoS!x:

(switchOv == toClient)
FakeStoreToServer

inOverServerStoC?x
outOverClientStoC!x

(switchOv == toFake):inOverServerStoC?x:store!x:

ServerToClient

CtoSoutOver:
TMessage

StoCoutOver:
TMessage

ServerToFakeStore

(b) STD Overhear

StoCinOver:
TMessage

Local Variables of Overhear:
TSwitchOv switchOv = undef

(a) SSD Intruder
Fig. 4. Parts of the Intruder

session key with the web server within the SSL handshake. Figure 4(b) shows
the STD of Overhear. It simulates the underlying SSL connection in the way
described above and works as followed: At the start of the protocol run the
internal variable switchOv is set to undef. If the client and the adversary start
the protocol simultaneously, Overhear decides in a nondeterministic way which
component is chosen for communication. Otherwise switchOv is set to toClient
or to toServer depending on who sent the ClientHello message ﬁrst.
3.2

Adversary

For modelling an adversary we take a generic adversary as a basis. A generic
adversary has the following abilities or restrictions respectively.
– The adversary may know some data in advance and is assumed to know the
design of the system excluding the private keys of the participants.
– The adversary can capture messages and delete them.
– The adversary can insert own messages into the protocol run. These can be
arbitrary or protocol conform messages.
– The adversary cannot derive a private key from a public key. We assume
the RSA encryption to be secure. In particular the adversary can only read
encrypted messages with the corresponding key.
– It not possible to fake a signature. A message Sign(SK(i), x) can only be
created with the private key of participant i. It can be veriﬁed with the
corresponding public key.
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localKData := AnyKData

localGID := AnyGID
localGID := GIDA

localName := A
localName := C
localPK := C
localPK := A

KundeHello
localSK := A

fakeSignNonceOwnCert

GetAcknowledgement

delete Message
fakeSendSignedKDataOwnCert
FakeStore
StoreMessage1
StoreMessage2
StoreMessage3
ReplayMsg3
StoreMessage4

fakeSendSignedKDataFakeCert

ReplayMsg2
ReplayMsg1

ReplayMsg4
learnKData

learnNonce

fake!Data(Sign(SK(localSK),localNonce),SignC(SK(localSK),
Cert(localName,localGID,PK(localPK))))

store?Data(a,SignC(takey,cert))
localGID = extractGID(cert)

fakeSignNonceFakeCert

learnGID

Fig. 5. STD FakeStore

– The adversary can split and recombine messages.
In general a generic adversary results in a model which is too complex for
automatic veriﬁcation. The computing time and space required by the model
checker increases exponentially with the size of the model (given by its state
space). Therefore we have to use a simpliﬁed adversary that is derived from the
generic one in a justiﬁed way by limiting its behaviour and storage capacities.
However, the modelled adversary should be strong enough so that possible attacks on the system with respect to the assumed threat scenario can be found. It
is realized in the component FakeStore which has two purposes. Firstly, the adversary is able to authenticate as a regular client if he submits his valid certiﬁcate
and can perform all operations of a normal client. Secondly, he will try to break
the protocol run to get data of an arbitrary client and to perform operations
such as generating fake messages.
The capabilities of the adversary are reﬂected by the transitions of the state
transition diagram shown in Figure 5 and can be divided into several classes.
The transitions fakeSignNonceOwnCert and fakeSendSignedKDataOwnCert enable the adversary to authenticate himself with his own certiﬁcate and to carry
out transactions under his own identity. With the StoreMessage and ReplayMsg
transitions it is possible to insert previous messages into the protocol run at
a later time. The transitions with the preﬁx learn split the messages and extract their contents into local variables for later use. For example the transition
learnGID takes the input pattern from port store and assigns the global ID from
the certiﬁcate (with help from the function extractGID(cert)) to the local variable
localGID. The transitions with the preﬁx fake use the values of the local variables
to generate own messages. E.g. fakeSignNonceFakeCert sends a message with the
values stored in the local variables. The unnamed transitions assign values to
the local variables the adversary may know and thus is able to use. The values
of the local variables are used in the faked messages the adversary sends. The
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manual construction of all the possible transitions can be automated and the
model is then less susceptible to errors.
Justification of the Specialized Adversary To show that the modelled
adversary is adequate to the generic adversary we have to compare it to this
one and make sure that he is strong enough to perform all assumed operations
but is not too strong to perform operations beyond it. First of all we have to
make sure that the adversary cannot read messages sent between Client and
Webserver because of the SSL connection established before.
Furthermore it is neither possible for the adversary in the model to get the
private key of the client nor to derive it from his public key since there is no corresponding transition. Therefore it is obviously not possible to sign data objects
with anyone’s private key. The adversary may know some data in advance, like
the public keys of the participants and the structure of the protocol messages.
With the assignment transitions in the model FakeStore assigns all possible values to the corresponding local variables. It is possible to delete, store and replay
messages. Transitions with the preﬁx learn are used to store data in the local
variables. Transitions with the preﬁx fake are taken for inserting own messages
into the communication process by using the local variables. Furthermore FakeStore can only sign a data object successfully if using a certiﬁcate signed itself
by a certiﬁcation authority. On the basis of these possibilities and restrictions
with regard to the generic adversary we call the modelled adversary adequate to
the generic adversary.
3.3

Verification of the Protocol

In this subsection we describe how to verify the model with regard to its security properties. For this purpose AutoFocus generates in conjunction with
the Quest extensions an input ﬁle for the symbolic model checker SMV which
carries out the actual model checking process. The model checking algorithm of
SMV [23] is based on representing the system behaviour using Binary Decision
Diagrams (BDDs). Symbolic model checking is particularly eﬃcient for highly
nondeterministic systems, such as the attacker in our model. We specify the
required security properties of the system with CTL, a temporal logic deﬁning
formulas over the paths of the tree given by the possible computations of the
system. In this work we use the following CTL operators: AG(e) means that expression e is true over all paths in the tree. E(e U f) means that there exists at
least one path in the tree where e is true until f gets true (see [9]). The security
properties are translated to the SMV language as well, and during the model
checking process, SMV checks if they are true with respect to the model. If SMV
ﬁnds any ﬂaw in the protocol, a message sequence chart is generated which helps
to understand the way how the protocol can be attacked.
Authentication For the authentication of the client we demand that the adversary cannot authenticate under a wrong identity. For the explanation of a
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correct client authentication we take a look at Figure 1. We call the authentication process correct, if the client sent the signed nonce back to the web server
(step 3). That means, the client has to be in the state SentNonceCert and the
web server in the state GotSignedNonce. Furthermore the web server has stored
the value C in his local variable localName which is the identity extracted from
the received certiﬁcate. The following temporal logic expression says that there
does not exist any path (¬E) where Webserver is in state GotSignedNonce and
stores the value C in his local variable localName, if Client has not been in state
SentNonceCert before (the current control state of the Client or the Webserver
is denoted with Client.@ respectively Webserver.@):
¬(E(Client.@ = SentNonceCert U
(Webserver.@ = GotSignedNonce ∧ Webserver.localName = C)))

(1)

To verify this fact we have to add this as a property to the model and start
the veriﬁcation process. SMV checks the more than 700 000 reachable states in
the model (out of approx. 10105 possible states in total) and after approximately
2 hours and 40 minutes1 it comes to the result that the property is true under
the assumptions.
Confidentiality of the Client’s Data The second property is that the adversary cannot get the client’s conﬁdential data. We have to ensure that the global
ID of the client which serves as a unique identiﬁer of the client’s data is hidden
from the adversary. Furthermore the adversary must not get the data served by
the Backend and sent back signed by the client. The temporal logic expression
below says that in all paths the adversary does not get the global ID, the client’s
data and the acknowledgement:
AG((FakeStore.localGID = GID)∧
(FakeStore.localAcknowledgement = Acknowledgement)∧
(FakeStore.localKData = KDataB))

(2)

After a computation time of approximately 2 hours and 50 minutes the model
checker concludes that the property is true under the assumptions.
3.4

Justification of the Model

The authentication protocol is based on SSL which we assume to be secure based
on other works (see [24, 12]). We show that there are no other attacks against
the authentication protocol by the adversary.
The authentication protocol has to ensure that only authorized clients have
access to their data and an adversary has no possibility to get data stored in
1

Athlon XP 1800+, 256 MB RAM, Windows XP Professional Edition. A detailed
investigation on the general relationship between the size of the model (number of
components, channels and data type deﬁnitions) and the corresponding complexity
would go beyond the scope of this work and will be subject of future research.
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the backend system or to carry out transactions under a false identity. The
conﬁdentiality of the protocol data sent on the second layer is ensured if the
adversary cannot decrypt the data objects. Assuming that the SSL protocol is
secure we can say that the protocol on the second layer is secure, too.
An unintended service (see [13]) exists, if existing messages would help the
adversary to break the protocol, e.g. the adversary could get the session key of
the SSL protocol on the ﬁrst layer by a simple request. With the session key it
would be easy for the adversary to read the conﬁdential data sent within the
authentication protocol and thus to break it.
We weaken the possibilities of the adversary on the second layer to adjust it
to the security properties of SSL. This is necessary to reduce the complexity of
the model. It is realized in the component Overhear which relies on the security
properties of SSL. If a connection between Client and Webserver has been established, communication is only possible between these two components. Based
on SSL the adversary has no possibility to read or modify the data sent along
the channels. Thus he is not able to send any requests to the SSL layer to get
any information to break the protocol, e.g. the session key. This is also made
clear in so far as both protocols own a disjoint set of messages and it is neither
possible for the adversary to get the client’s data nor to get secret information
about the SSL connection. Thus an unintended service does not exist.

4

Conclusion and Further Work

This paper presented work regarding the formal analysis of layered security
protocols using the computer-aided systems engineering tool AutoFocus. An
example of a banking application which is currently under development by a
major German bank was modelled and analyzed for security weaknesses using
model checking.
It turned out that the used approach was adequate for its purpose. By abstraction from irrelevant detail, the protocol model was kept compact enough
to allow veriﬁcation with the used model-checker in a few hours. The particular
challenges of layered security protocols were addressed in a suitable way by informally making sure that no security weaknesses could arise from the combination
of the diﬀerent protocols.
Overall, the approach, which has the beneﬁts of combining intuitive graphical
modelling, simulation and model checking in one user-friendly CASE-tool, seems
to be well-suited for further industry-critical applications.
Future work includes automated generation of the attacker models and giving
formal arguments for their justiﬁcation. We intend to apply our analysis method
in further case studies to other domains and protocols, e.g. in the automotive
context.
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